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INTRODUCTION

Scope
The vacuum cleaner market is highly innovative and competitive
Amazon’s failed purchase of iRobot – why did Amazon want the Roomba vacuum cleaner?
Key takeaway: chinese brands are launching two new models a year; can the others keep up?

THE GLOBAL VACUUM CLEANER MARKET

Sales of robotic VCs are driving growth in the market
Six of the seven G7 countries are among the largest markets for VCs
Dyson leads the overall VC market, but is a laggard in robotic VCs
Feature-rich robotic VCs are driving unit price growth in the category
The wet and dry VC, taking VC innovation to the next level

CURRENT STATE OF PLAY

Chinese vacuum cleaner brands are bringing cutting-edge technology to consumers
Wet and dry vacuum cleaners underpins overall category growth in China
Questions we will be answering
Wet and dry vacuum cleaners lead to an uptick in upright VC model sales
Vacuum cleaner innovation leads to a demand and price spike in China

CONSUMER REQUIREMENTS

Consumers crave versatility, automation, and smart functionality in wet and dry products
Wet and dry vacuum cleaners’ major consumer groups
Automation, efficacy, and user-friendliness highly valued by different consumer groups

PRODUCT INNOVATION

Key product i nnovation themes in China
Efficacy: Innovating to achieve cleaning goals
Automation : Hassle-free cleaning
Versatility: one vacuum to rule them all

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Highly competitive and dynamic landscape, led by Chinese local brands
Clear value positioning p ivotal to attract right consumer groups and strategise

KEY BRAND PROFILE

Ecovacs: cross-category expansion through dual brands
Roborock: Product design excellence enables price leadership
Dreame: going international before the domestic market
Narwal: Disrupting the industry by catering to the “lazy economy”

LAST THOUGHTS ON THE CHINA MARKET

What’s next for vacuum cleaner innovation in China?
Vacuum cleaner brands showcased their technology leadership at Shanghai AWE 2024

CONCLUSION

The integration of the wet and dry feature will spur sales of upright and robotic VCs globally
What’s next for vacuum cleaner brands?
Key takeaway: chinese brands are launching two new models a year; can the others keep up?

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
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spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/vacuum-cleaners-in-china-consumer-trends-
brand-strategies-and-innovation/report.


